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Abstract:  The train driver controller is a main electric appliance for the train speed controlling and 

braking. Its reliability relates directly with the driving safety. The existing life-span test system of the 

train driver controller can only detect the mechanical life-span. A new life-span test system is 

developed which can detect not only the mechanical life-span, but also the life-span of the electrical 

components such as the internal cam contacts, potentiometers and so on. The new system is based on 

Labview. The modular design is applied and the system reliability is improved. Taking advantage of 

Labview, it realizes more precious timing. The master-slave mode is applied to the network 

architecture of the system so as to test on multiple train driver controllers at the same time. Therefore 

the testing cost is reduced. The experiments show that the new life-span test system is an efficient 

workable platform which improves the productivity, reliability and maintainability of the train driver 

controller. 
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III. INTRODUCTION 

 

he train driver controller is a main electrical 

application, controlling the speed and braking of 

train. Its reliability directly affects the safety of the train. 

Since the train driver controller is the electrical control 

devices with very high frequency. After using for a 

certain period of time, it is possible that the reliability 

of the train driver controller reduced because of 

mechanical wear of its parts, loose fasteners, 

transmission parts failure and other reasons. Therefore, 

in a new trial produced process, in order to verify the 

performance of the product design and process design 

meets the requirements, need to test its mechanical life 
[4]. However, currently test systems of the train driver 

controller barely detect the mechanical life. In the 

reference [1], it proposed a life test system of driver 

controller just testing its mechanical life; in the 

reference [2], also proposed an apparatus of life test, 

only counts its change times of position, but do not 

detect its internal structure, such as cam contacts, 

potentiometers, and other parts. Above all, we raised a 

life test system which can test its mechanical life and its 

internal cam contacts and potentiometer. 

    The test system can test the life of cam contacts and 

potentiometer of the train driver controller and control 

more than one driver controller at the same time. It also 

can collect and display data in the interface of upper 

computer. The system included a plurality of DSP 

control chips communicated with upper computer. If 

each DSP control chip required a serial port, PC has 

required additional configuration multi serial port card, 

the more chips, the more cost. Thus, the test system 

used master-slave network structure to manage multiple 

DSPs through data bus, reducing the complexity of 

hardware. The efficiency of communication between 

the host computer and the DSPs by using master-slave 

network structure can improve. The DSP will not work 

with each other. PC communicated with the next crew 

with the network management technology named 

"token". 

LabVIEW (laboratory virtual instrument engineering 

workbench) is a software product researched by the 

National Instruments. It is a graphical programming 

language, known as "G" language. The graphical 

programming of LabVIEW can save more than 85% of 
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the program development time, compared with 

traditional software development languages, the speed 

of program written by labview was not affected as well, 

reflecting not only high level of efficiency, but also can 

enjoy great convenience brought by the controllers of 

LabVIEW. Its excellent performance among data 

collection, analysis, chart display and storage, make it 

the best choice for this system [3]. 

At present, the method used in saving data generally 

adopted the TXT format. But, the TXT format may 

cause chaos when the data is large, making it difficult 

to view and call. The approach of database can solve 

the problem. It is convenient to view and invoke data. 

The databases can be realized by Access and SQL 

Server tools. Access is a small database, it used in the 

simple and lightweight condition. It does not need to 

configure and interview effectively for single PC. SQL 

Server is a medium-size database, it needed to 

configure and the lease space needs extral cost. 

Therefore we used Access to storage the contact closing 

data and the output voltage value of potentiometer of 

train driver controller when it moved to the 

corresponding position. The data saved by Access is 

clear and expansion, calling in the LabVIEW is very 

flexible.  

 

IV.   STRUCTURE OF TEST SYSTEM 

 

The system designed for controller based on the type 

TKS354C. It is equipped with a potentiometer, cam and 

auxiliary contact box. The cam is assembled with the 

cam holder and the cam bit. The handle gear is divided 

into finite parts and named MAX, MIN, Preset, Idle, 

One, Two…Eight. The internal working process of the 

driver controller can be described as two parts which 

based on its internal structure: (1) Main shaft and 

cam holder rotated with it, when the handle rotates 

between the position from eight to preset. And when the 

cam holder rotated the lever position of the auxiliary 

contact box, the cam holder squeezed the lever and 

open the auxiliary contacts linked with it. At this point, 

the control wire connected to the auxiliary contact box 

is switched off; The main shaft rotates to the cam 

holder of the lever of the auxiliary contact box where 

the cam holder is concave. At the help of mechanical 

spring, the auxiliary contacts is closed, and in turn the 

control wires is switch on. According to this principle, 

we can get the states of each contact wherever the 

handle is, (2) When the handle rotates between the 

gears from MAX to preset where linked with 

potentiometer. The handle rotated to change the contact 

point with potentiometer and then change the output 

voltage value. Therefore, the life test system of the train 

driver controller can completely collect the contact 

closing table and output voltage and the compare with 

the setting values of the design standard. 

As shown in Figure 1, the whole test system consists 

of a computer which equipped with LabVIEW software 

called upper monitor and a group of lower machines, 

including DSPs, motor drivers and train drive controller 

test benches. According to the internal communication 

protocol, the upper monitor communicates with the 

DSPs through RS422 bus. The upper monitor complied 

with the human-computer interaction interface, showed 

in Figure 2, encapsulate the instructions from the test 

personnel into 8 bytes of data, including frame head, 

instruction data, check sum and data frame. The upper 

computer send a command per 2ms using the mode 

named polling, the instruction communicate with each 

DSP in turn through the “token”. The DSP received 

data frame from the host computer, firstly, it confirmed 

the instruction, and then calculated the checksum to 

verify the accuracy of the data frame. If the frame was 

right, we had solute the package, and then got the 

instruction data. Last but not least, the servo motor is 

rotated by DSPs according to the instruction data of 

motion. After the driver received the order from the 

DSPs, the motor moved in accordance with the motor 

driver. The motor drives the handle of the train travel 

controller through the retarder, finally, the handle can 

run as requirements by test personnel. The output 

voltage of the driver controller is transferred to the A/D 

conversion module of the DSP which can convert 

analog signal into digital signal and output by the 

resistance partial pressure. The contact closure of the 

driver controller is captured by I/O ports of DSP. DSP 

convert the contact closure data and the output digital 

voltage value into frame data according to the internal 

communication protocol. It sent the data frame back to 

upper monitor through the RS422 bus. After the upper 

monitor receives the data frame, as well as  judging 

from which DSP firstly, and then verify the checksum 

to ensure that the data frame is correct, after that, we 

can analysis the data frame which obtained the output 

voltage of the corresponding driver controller and 

contact closing data, after all, we compared it with the 

setting values of the corresponding positions in the 

setting interface and saved it into the database, and then 

displayed it in the corresponding real-time display 

interface. 
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Fig.1.   The structure block diagram of train driver 

controller life test system 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig.2.   The interface of train driver controller life test 

system 

 

III. SOFTWARE DESIGN OF TEST SYSTEM 

 

A. Demand analysis 

According to the requirements of customers, it is 

necessary to realize the function of four parts: (1) user 

login; (2) the contact closing states table, output voltage 

values and other parameters can be customized; (3) 

display test results in a real time; (4) the error data 

(potentiometer closing data and output voltage values 

are not consistent with the setting parameters what we 

expected) collected by DSP in the operating process can 

be viewed. Therefore, the software is divided into four 

parts: login interface, parameter setting interface, 

experimental online interface and error interface. Its 

structure diagram is shown in Fig. 3. As shown in 

Figure 4, the program mainly consists of sending data 

module, data acquisition module and view error data 

module.  
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Fig.3.   Interface structure block diagram  

 

 

B. Main module design 

In According to the design requirements, the 

program flow chart is shown in Fig. 4.  
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 Fig.4.   Program flow chart 

 

PC sent control commands to the DSPs through the 

control of the interface, setting the working mode of the 

DSPs. It used master slave mode, in order to guarantee 

the communication between the upper computer and 

DSPs. The upper computer sent a command to a DSP 

per 2ms, and then the DSP replied the upper computer. 

PC used polling mode to ensure the communication 

between the upper computer and the DSPs. 
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2)  Data acquisition module 

Generally, data acquisition system included data 

acquisition, data analysis and results show. These three 

steps can connect through the data stream. It collected 

the data till last data analysis、data collect and data 

show were accomplished, causing time delay of data 

analysis and increasing the cycle of data acquisition, at 

the same time the instantaneity of data cannot be 

guaranteed. 

Data acquisition system based on producer / 

consumer structure can effectively solve this problem, 

and it can realize multiple cycles in parallel. A cycle 

continuously collected data (producer), another cycle 

continuously analyzed and processed data (consumers), 

these two cycles communication with each other, but 

does not interfere. At the same time, it can avoid the 

problem that the cycle of data acquisition and data 

analysis are inconsistent, which is caused the loss of 

data and the repeated use of data [4]. 

The data of the system was transmitted by the serial 

port. The baud rate of serial port is 187500, a data 

frame had 16 bytes, and each byte with one start bit, 

one stop bit, no inspection. The time of a data frame 

transmission probably is 0.896ms. It cost little time to 

put the data into queue which produced by producer. 

That is to say, we can store the data to the cache with a 

very fast speed, making the time of the cycle cost equal 

to the time of collecting data cost. The data collected in 

this system can be stored in one time per 2ms, the other 

part of the program keep removing data from the queue, 

analyzing and processing the data. The program 

diagram is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 
 

Fig.5.   Schematic diagram of data acquisition module 

 

3) View error data module 

Error information is the inconsistent values between the 

value collected in the movement that the handle moved 

to the corresponding position and the setting values in 

the setting interface. The values collected contained the 

value of contact closing table and the output voltage 

value. The corresponding action times would be saved, 

as well as the corresponding the value of contact 

closing table and the output voltage value. When we 

want to cheek the error information, we can input the 

times of errors happened, the program will quickly 

transfer out of the corresponding error message and 

display in the error interface through the charts and 

numerical, which is convenient to view. 

 

IV. STER-SLAVE NETWORK 

ARCHITECTURE 

 

The hardware connection diagram of the system is 

shown in Fig. 6. PC communicated with the DSPs 

through RS422 bus, the system is a bus structure, each 

DSP is hung on the bus. It adopted the management 

method of token in the master-slave network structure. 

So-called master-slave mode, which named response 

mode, PC sends an instruction, and then the lower 

machine reply it. In this kind of network topology, the 

communication priority turns from DSP1 to DSPn, then 

return to DSP1, and in such an infinite loop. When it 

comes to a DSP to communicate, it gets the control 

right of bus. Its communication block diagram is shown 

in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6   Master-slave network structure diagram 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

The number of times of the error message interface 

is determined by running the test on the driver's 

controller, and the waveform shown in Figure 7 is 

shown. The green line drew according the setting value 

in the table of voltage control table which is expected, 

while the red line drew according the actual value 

collected in the testing progress. We can see at 17.4 

degrees have a noticeable bump, the point is the error 

position. So the error interface can be to view the error 

location information conveniently, it is facilitate used 

by customer. 

As shown in Fig.8, in the sending data module, 

where sent a order need 2ms a time. LabVIEW own the 

function of timing loop, we can use it to realize this 

function. The time interval between the serial sending 

data is 2 ms, viewing from oscilloscope, and no loss of 

frame. This shows that the timing accuracy of the 
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timing cycle is still very accurate and reliable. It can 

meet the needs of the experiment. 

 

 
 

Fig.7.   View error message 

 

 
 

Fig.8.   an oscilloscope of send data by serial port 

screenshot 

 

After several long-term experiments, we made Table. I 

and  Table. II based on statistic. 

 

TABLE I. Test Result Statistics △U=2  

Experimental 

Days 

Action 

Times 

Error 

Frequency 

Error 

Rate 

4 351950 37513 10.7% 

7 615890 64897 10.5% 

10 879830 93348 10.6% 

 

TABLE II. Test Result Statistics △U=4  

Experimental 

Days 

Action 

Times 

Error 

Frequency 

Error 

Rate 

4 351950 19893 5.7% 

7 615890 34736 5.6% 

10 879830 47857 5.4% 

In “Table.I and “Table.II， △“ U” means a tolerance 

range between potentiometer output voltage and the 

setting voltage we expected. It can be represented by 

the formula (1). 

 

UUUUU ∆+≤≤∆− 11            
 

Here, U1 represents the standard voltage 

corresponding to different position in the setting 

interface, U means output voltage of potentiometer. 

When these three parameters conform to the formula 

(1), we consider the output voltage to be normal, 

otherwise considered an error happened. 

These error messages are very useful to the 

customer who can know the life information of the train 

controller life test system from these data. As the data 

in Table 1, it can be clearly seen that there are 

difference between △U=2 △and U=2. This is due to the 

output voltage of the MIN-MAX gear of the train driver 

controller just had 27.8 degree. And at the 27.8 degree, 

the output voltage varies from 74V to 0V, and the 

action time only had 2.781s, so the speed is very fast. 

The voltage change range is also large, so the error 

times between the MIN-MAX gears is more. After we 

check the errors saved during the process of the 

measurement, we find out that, 80% of the error data is 

concentrated in the output voltage value, while the error 

of the contact data is less. The data obtained from the 

test system can also be helpful to investigate the error 

of the train driver controller, acquiring from the life test 

system of the driver's controller. 

   
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

The test system based on the DSP can meet the 

requirement of the project and achieve the desired 

effect and response front panel fast. It does not occupy 

CPU in idle, it also can avoid the problem that data loss 

and data reuse. 
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